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Abstract

Structural geometries and kinematics based on two sets of joints, pinnate joints and fault striations, reveal that some mesoscale faults at

Split Mountain, Utah, originated as joints. Unlike many other types of faults, displacements (D) across faulted joints do not scale with lengths

(L) and therefore do not adhere to published fault scaling laws. Rather, fault size corresponds initially to original joint length, which in turn is

controlled by bed thickness for bed-con®ned joints. Although faulted joints will grow in length with increasing slip, the total change in length

is negligible compared to the original length, leading to an independence of D from L during early stages of joint reactivation. Therefore,

attempts to predict fault length, gouge thickness, or hydrologic properties based solely upon D±L scaling laws could yield misleading results

for faulted joints. Pinnate joints, distinguishable from wing cracks, developed within the dilational quadrants along faulted joints and help to

constrain the kinematics of joint reactivation. q 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Brittle faults are distinguished mainly by slip parallel to

the fracture plane. Despite this common property, faults can

develop by one of several mechanisms depending on scale.

A fault that de®nes a planar zone on a large scale is likely to

have developed either through the coalescence of micro-

cracks, joints, or opening-mode veins (e.g. Hancock,

1972; Beach, 1975; Ramsay and Huber, 1987; Willemse

et al., 1997; Mollema and Antonellini, 1999), or through

the linkage of smaller fault segments (e.g. Peacock, 1991;

Peacock and Sanderson, 1991; Cartwright et al., 1995;

Dawers and Anders, 1995; Willemse, 1997). However,

another type of fault develops neither by linkage of cracks

on a microscopic scale nor by linkage of small faults or

joints on a mesoscopic scale. In this latter case, fracture-

parallel slip is driven by a shear traction on a planar discon-

tinuity, most likely a joint, that will subsequently develop a

gouge or other structures of mechanical wear that are so

common of typical faults. This contribution examines the

impact of these ªfaulted jointsº on displacement±length

scaling relations and fault-slip kinematics.

Angelier (1994) differentiates between two types of

isolated faults (i.e., faults without linked fault segments)

at the mesoscale: ªneoformed faultsº which form and slip

within the same stress ®eld, and ªinherited faultsº which are

pre-existing planes of weakness that slip within a stress

regime different from the stress regime that existed during

their formation. Due to confusion that may arise from using

the term ªneoformedº, throughout this paper we refer to

faults that initiate and slip within the same stress ®eld as

primary faults. Primary faults develop within a causative

stress ®eld leading to a resolved shear traction along the

fault plane (Fig. 1a). Primary faults are sometimes found

as conjugate pairs aligned such that the maximum principal

stress (s 1) falls within the plane of the acute bisector

(Anderson, 1951; Hancock, 1985; Angelier, 1994). A

combination of ®eld (e.g. Hancock, 1972; Beach, 1975;

Willemse et al., 1997; Mollema and Antonellini, 1999)

and laboratory (Scholz, 1968; Lockner et al., 1992) studies

demonstrate that primary faults initiate and grow through

the coalescence and linkage of eÂchelon extension fractures

and microcracks. Consequently, a primary fault occupies a

zone of deformation that may consist of varying amounts of

breccia, gouge, and fractured rock created by a combination

of fracture coalescence and shear strain during fault growth.
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Joints are opening-mode fractures that propagate normal

to the least principal stress (s 3) and in the plane containing

s 1 and s 2 (Fig. 1b). On the mesoscale, joints occur as either

isolated single fracture planes or multiple fracture planes in

the form of a joint zone (e.g. Bahat, 1988; Helgeson and

Aydin, 1991). Due to the absence of slip, fault breccia or

other cataclastic materials are not associated with joint

formation. ªFaulted jointsº are a subclass of inherited faults

that originate as mesoscale joints (e.g. Segall and Pollard,

1983; Cruikshank et al., 1991; Angelier, 1994). The genera-

tion of faulted joints involves two states of stress (Fig. 1b).

The initial state is responsible for the generation of the joint

set, during which the principal stresses are orthogonal and

parallel to the joint set. Subsequently, faulted joints occur as

a consequence of the misalignment of the principal stresses

with respect to the joint plane so that the joint is subject to a

shear traction. This misalignment leads to slip along the pre-

existing joint, hence the term ªreactivationº applies to

faulted joints. Misalignment of the stress ®eld can occur

by two processes. First, the regional stress ®eld can change

orientation over time, as was the case for the Alleghanian

stress ®eld driving Appalachian Plateau tectonics (Younes

and Engelder, 1999). Second, jointed beds can rotate within

a regional stress ®eld that remains ®xed in orientation. This

latter process leads to the faulted joints that we describe in

this paper (Fig. 1b).

Shear displacement across faulted joints is accommo-

dated by frictional sliding along a pre-existing plane of

weakness (i.e. joint) rather than the propagation of new

fault surface area. In the laboratory, this behavior leads to

a lesser degree of gouge and breccia development than

for primary faults that have experienced the same amount

of displacement (Engelder et al., 1975). Consequently,

although primary faults and faulted joints both display

shear offset, their physical characteristics may differ mark-

edly. Differences in fault zone architecture and geometry, in

turn, will have a major impact on ¯uid ¯ow within fractured

and faulted bedrock (e.g. Marone and Scholz, 1989; Caine et

al., 1996; Evans et al., 1997; Zhang and Tullis, 1998).

The difference between primary faults and faulted joints

may also have implications for fault-scaling relations that

are used to predict fault dimensions beyond the scale of

observation (Childs et al., 1990), construct models for

fault growth (Walsh and Watterson, 1988; Cowie and

Scholz, 1992a), and estimate strain (Marrett and Allmendin-

ger, 1992). Compilations of fault dimension data suggest

that, as a general rule, the amount of slip on a fault is

roughly proportional to its length (e.g. Walsh and Watter-

son, 1988; Cowie and Scholz, 1992b; Schlische et al., 1996).

Although this rule may hold true for primary faults that

develop in homogeneous media, one would not expect the

same relationship for faults that originated as joints because

a ®nite fracture length was achieved prior to shear displace-

ment (Fig. 1b). In light of the importance of identifying

faults that originated as joints, the goals of this contribution

are to establish the kinematics and displacement±length

scaling relations of faulted joints, and to present criteria

for distinguishing faulted joints from primary faults.

Although several studies have analyzed displacement±

length (D±L) relations for large fault zones that utilized or

incorporated extensional features (Opheim and Gudmunds-

son, 1989; Cartwright et al., 1995), to the best of our knowl-

edge this study marks the ®rst D±L analysis of isolated,

mesoscale faulted joints.

2. Outcrop description

Field observations and data were collected from an

outcrop on the southern limb of Split Mountain Anticline,

an ,E±W-trending Laramide structure in northeast Utah

(Fig. 2). The outcrop consists of interbedded sandstones,

siltstones, and shales that dip 188 to the SSW, and contains

the contact between the Chinle Formation and overlying
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Fig. 1. Differences between primary faults and faulted joints. (A) Primary

faults propagate and slip within the same stress ®eld, often resulting in a

systematic increase in displacement (D) with increasing fault length (L). (B)

Faulted joints initiate as opening-mode fractures with zero shear displace-

ment (Phase I). Slip occurs due to a realignment of the joint with respect to

the surrounding stress ®eld (Phase II), either due to a rotation of the stress

®eld (top) or to the rotation of the joint within a ®xed stress ®eld (bottom).

Note that faulted joints attain considerable length (L1) prior to slip (D2).



Glen Canyon Sandstone, which were deposited in the Late

Triassic and Early Jurassic (Rowley and Hansen, 1979). Slip

along reverse faults in the basement during the Early

Tertiary folded the overlying sedimentary cover (Hansen,

1986). Regional shortening and folding led to the develop-

ment of many brittle structures at the outcrop, including

isolated and linked normal faults, bedding plane slip

surfaces, and several joint sets (Silliphant, 1998; Wilkins,

1999).

Our study is restricted primarily to a kinematically linked

group of joints and faulted joints con®ned to three promi-

nent beds (hereafter referred to as jointed beds; refer to Fig.

3 for mechanical stratigraphy): a massive ,14-m-thick

ridge-forming sandstone (Mechanical Unit 1), a ,1-m-

thick sandstone (Mechanical Unit 3), and a ,1-m-thick

silici®ed dolomitic siltstone (Mechanical Unit 5). In

addition, we analyze isolated primary faults within a 1.2-

m-thick lithologic sequence (Mechanical Unit 2) that is

dominantly comprised of shale.

3. Description and analysis of joints and faults

3.1. Bed-con®ned joints

Fractures observed in Mechanical Units 1, 3 and 5 include

two sets of bed-con®ned joints and associated smaller

secondary fractures. The most pervasive fractures are Set

1 joints, aligned sub-normal to bedding with a mean

orientation of 2958 628 N (strike, dip amount and direction;

Fig. 4a). These joints are especially prominent in Bed 1,

dividing the massive ridge-former into large joint-bounded

blocks. Plumose structures are preserved on many Set 1

joint surfaces, implying pure opening-mode tip propagation.

Most Set 1 joints span the entire bed thickness with joint tips

residing at mechanical layer boundaries (Fig. 5). Joint

spacing was measured as the perpendicular distance

between adjacent Set 1 joints in the three jointed beds.

Joint spacing histograms for each jointed bed, as well as a

combined normalized spacing histogram for all beds, reveal

positively skewed distributions (Fig. 6). Similar spacing

distributions have been reported for mechanically con®ned

joints in other layered sedimentary rocks (e.g. Narr and

Suppe, 1991; Gross, 1993; Becker and Gross, 1996; Ji and

Saruwatari, 1998; Ruf et al., 1998).

A less prominent set of joints (Set 2) is subvertical and

strikes parallel to the Set 1 joints, with a mean orientation

of 2968 838N (Fig. 4c). Although mean dips of Set 1 and Set

2 joints are separated by only 218, the two joint sets

represent fracture populations whose mean orientations

are statistically different from each other at the 95%

con®dence level. Although found in all three beds that

contain Set 1 joints, Set 2 joints are more widely scattered

throughout the outcrop and appear either as single fracture

surfaces or as narrow zones of smaller, closely spaced

joints. In contrast, Set 1 joints do not exhibit the morphology

of fracture zones but rather always appear as single

fracture surfaces. Most Set 2 joints terminate at mechanical

layer boundaries, although a number of joints belonging to

this set terminate within the jointed bed or against other

joints. Where members of the two joint sets intersect, Set

2 joints always abut against, and hence post-date, Set 1

joints.

3.2. Faulted joints

Many Set 1 joints (48 of 171) in Beds 1, 3 and 5 display

shear offset with downthrown northern hanging walls (Fig.

2). Interestingly, these fractures have little or no gouge and

lack a conjugate fault set. Where present, striations on
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Fig. 2. Outcrop sketch from photomosaic of fractures exposed in a vertical section of interbedded sandstones and shales of the Glen Canyon Sandstone and

Chinle Formation in the southern limb of Split Mountain Anticline, Utah (UTM 12, 4476140N, 653880W; Rowley and Hansen, 1979). Fractures are con®ned

to individual beds and many N-dipping fractures display shear offset. (A) Photo of pinnate joints in the northern block of a large Set 1 faulted joint in Bed 1. (B)

Photo of pinnate joints in the northern block of a Set 1 faulted joint in Bed 3. (C) Photo of rotated blocks along Set 1 faulted joints in Bed 5.



these Set 1 surfaces are steeply plunging, indicating normal

dip-slip fault movement (Fig. 4b). In Bed 5, slip along Set 1

joints resulted in a domino geometry due to localized block

rotation (Fig. 2c). Slip along these Set 1 joints in Bed 5

dissipates into diffuse zones of minor folding and fracturing

within the bounding shale beds, and there is no evidence for

linkage of the slip surfaces with a sole fault. Con®nement to

jointed beds, lack of breccia/gouge and conjugates, and

parallelism of joints and sheared fractures together imply

that Set 1 fractures originated as joints, and that a signi®cant

number of those joints were subsequently reactivated in

shear. We refer to this subset of Set 1 fractures as faulted

joints.

3.3. Pinnate joints and wing cracks

Another group of fractures are pinnate joints, found in

association with host Set 1 faulted joints (Fig. 2). Pinnate

joints are relatively small, opening-mode fractures localized

at acute angles along larger host faults (e.g. Hancock, 1985;

Engelder, 1989). They have also been referred to as horse-

tail fractures (Cruikshank et al., 1991). Pinnate joints are

found in clusters near the bottoms and tops of beds contain-

ing Set 1 joints. Where present near the bases of beds, the

pinnate joints are located in the footwall beneath Set 1

faulted joints (Fig. 2). Pinnate joints near the tops of beds

are found in the hanging wall above Set 1 faulted joints. The
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Fig. 3. Mechanical stratigraphy of the studied outcrop. The lower contact of the uppermost sandstone is interpreted as the contact between the Jurassic±

Triassic Glen Canyon Sandstone (above) and the Triassic Chinli Formation (below).



mean orientation of the pinnate joints is 2938 818N (Fig. 4d),

parallel to the Set 2 subvertical joints (Fig. 4c). The calcu-

lated angle between individual pinnate joints and their host

fracture ranges between 48 and 448, with an average of 198
(Fig. 7). Whereas the overwhelming majority of pinnate

joints are found adjacent to slipped Set 1 joints, in some

cases pinnate joints abut host fractures that lack measurable

displacement.

Several prominent wing cracks were observed emanat-

ing from tips of uncon®ned Set 1 joints. The wing cracks

curve to become parallel with Set 2 joints. Also referred

to as splay cracks (Martel and Pollard, 1989; Cooke,

1997) or kinks (Cruikshank et al., 1991), wing cracks

are opening-mode fractures oriented oblique to the host

fracture, and may represent ªout of planeº propagation

(i.e. relative to Set 1 fractures) due to mixed mode or

shear loading along the host fracture (Cotterell and Rice,

1980; Nemat-Nasser and Horii, 1982; Cruikshank et al.,

1991; Willemse and Pollard, 1998). Unlike the planar

pinnate joints that initiate along the length of the host

fracture, wing cracks initiate from the host fracture tip

and often curve dramatically over short distances to

become aligned parallel to the remote compressive

stress.

3.4. Primary faults

Isolated primary faults (hereafter referred to as primary

faults) are found in shale beds within Mechanical Unit 2

(Fig. 3) and appear as two conjugate sets, although the faults

are not equally distributed between the two sets. Primary

faults belonging to the dominant conjugate set are synthetic

to the faulted Set 1 joints, display downthrown northern

blocks and are characterized by a mean orientation of

3008 368N (Fig. 4e). The less abundant primary faults (anti-

thetic to Set 1 faulted joints) have downthrown southern

blocks and a mean orientation of 3088 898N (Fig. 4e).

Where present, the attitudes of striations on primary fault

surfaces indicate dip-slip motion (Fig. 4f). Upon restoring

bedding to horizontal, mean orientations for the synthetic

and antithetic primary faults are 3018 548N and 1288 738S,

respectively (Fig. 8a), remaining approximately parallel in

strike to Set 1 and Set 2 joints (Fig. 4a, c).

3.5. Displacement±length relations for primary faults and

faulted joints

Maximum dip separation and cross-sectional trace length

were measured for faulted Set 1 joints and isolated primary
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Fig. 4. Lower hemisphere equal-area projections of fracture orientations and related structures. (A) Poles to Set 1 joints in Beds 1, 3, and 5 (black triangles),

and mean pole (white triangle). Mean pole to bedding is shown as a black square. (B) Orientations of faulted Set 1 joints (great circles) and their striations

(black circles with arrows indicating motion of hanging wall). Small circle is 95% con®dence area for Set 1 joints. (C) Poles to Set 2 joints in Bed 1 (black

circles), and mean pole (white circle). (D) Poles to pinnate joints (black diamonds) found adjacent to Set 1 host fractures, and mean pole (white diamond). (E)

Poles to conjugate primary faults (synthetic white squares, antithetic black squares). Great circles represent mean orientations of conjugate faults. (F)

Orientations of primary faults (great circles) and associated kinematic indicators including striations (circles with arrows) and drag fold hinges (circles).



faults. In light of the observed dip-slip kinematics on both

Set 1 faulted joints and primary faults (Fig. 4b, f), the dip

separation (de®ned as the distance or separation of formerly

adjacent beds on either side of a fault surface measured

along the dip of the fault; Bates and Jackson, 1995) corre-

sponds to the magnitude of displacement. Bedding surfaces

and numerous alternating oxidized (red) and reduced

(green) horizons served as excellent marker horizons to

accurately measure the maximum displacement across the

faults. Although the geological community has not adopted

a standard geometric or kinematic nomenclature for

de®ning fault dimensions, we follow the terminology of

Watterson (1986) and Walsh and Watterson (1988), who

de®ne fault length (L) as the dimension parallel to the slip

vector and fault width (W) as the dimension normal to

the slip vector. We further note that linear correlations

between displacement and length have been established

for normal faults both measured along strike (e.g. Walsh

and Watterson, 1988; Dawers et al., 1993) and in cross-

section (e.g. Muraoka and Kamata, 1983; Gross et al.,

1997).

The resulting displacement±length plot reveals funda-

mental differences in scaling between faulted joints and

primary faults at Split Mountain (Fig. 9). Primary faults

within Mechanical Unit 2 display a general increase in

fault displacement with length. The power-law curve ®t

(D� 0.0058L1.19, R2� 0.99) is characterized by a high

correlation coef®cient and a power law exponent of ,1,

indicating that displacement across isolated primary faults

correlates in an approximately linear fashion with fault

length, similar to other data sets analyzed in the literature

(e.g. Cowie and Scholz, 1992b; Clark and Cox, 1996;

Schlische et al., 1996). The average D/L ratio for isolated

primary faults is 0.013. In contrast to primary faults, lengths

of faulted joints are relatively uniform within a given bed,

re¯ecting their initiation as bed-con®ned joints whose

dimensions are controlled by bed thickness. Note that for

each bed the amount of displacement observed across

faulted joints is independent of trace length, resulting in

poor correlation coef®cients (R2 for power-law curve ®ts

of 0.27, 0.08, and 0.04 for Beds 1, 3, and 5, respectively).

When faults from each bed are grouped together, the aver-

age D/L ratios are 0.010, 0.014, and 0.04 for Beds 1, 3, and

5, respectively.

3.6. Kinematic and stress analysis of joints and primary

faults

Our interpretation, that measured Set 1 slip surfaces are

indeed faulted joints, must be consistent with the kinematic

and structural history of the outcrop. Fortunately, fracture

geometries, surface morphologies, orientations, dimensions,

fault striations, and cross-cutting relations provide the

necessary constraints for a kinematic and structural
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Fig. 5. Photo of bed-con®ned joints within Bed 1 (top), Bed 3 (middle), and

Bed 5 (bottom). Arrows point to Set 1 joint tips at bed boundaries.

Fig. 6. Histograms of fracture spacing for Set 1 joints within Beds 1, 3, 5,

and three beds combined with normalized data.

Fig. 7. Histogram of angle between individual pinnate joints and their host

fractures.



interpretation. In the following paragraphs we discuss the

origin and kinematics of fractures in their interpreted order

of formation: Set 1 joints and primary faults, followed by the

coeval formation of Set 2 joints, pinnate joints, and slip

along Set 1 joints. Subsequently, we utilize geometric

relationships between pinnate joints and faulted joints to

perform a type of paleostress analysis.

Abutting relations in the jointed beds indicate that Set 1

joints formed prior to Set 2 joints and pinnate joints. The

small but signi®cant difference in mean orientations

between the two joint sets implies either a rotation of the

stress ®eld between joint set formation, or the passive

rotation of beds carrying the earlier joint set within a ®xed

stress ®eld. Because many of the observed fractures most

likely developed during folding, we explore the possibility

that the earlier joint set and primary faults may have rotated

during tilting of the strata.

Upon restoration of bedding to horizontal the Set 1 joints

become subvertical (Fig. 8a). The mean pole to rotated Set 1

joints plunges 098 to 2068, suggesting to us that s 3 was

subhorizontal and aligned NNE±SSW during Set 1 joint

development. Principal stresses can be derived from

primary conjugate faults using a simple geometric analysis

where the s 1 axis bisects the obtuse angle between the two

fault sets, the s 2 axis corresponds to the line of intersection

of the two fault sets, and the s 3 axis bisects the acute angle

between the faults (Anderson, 1951; Angelier, 1994).

Geometric stress analyses applied to conjugate fault sets

have been validated by ®eld studies (e.g. Angelier, 1979a;

Eyal and Reches, 1983; Gross, 1995). The subvertical and

shallow-dipping in situ inclinations for the two primary fault

sets (Fig. 4e) are strikingly similar to conjugate fault sets

reported by Angelier et al. (1985) and Angelier (1989) that

formed prior to tilting. We therefore calculated principal

stresses using the rotated mean conjugate fault orientations

upon restoration of bedding to horizontal. Results show

a subvertical maximum principal stress (s 1) and a sub-

horizontal least principal stress (s 3) that is closely aligned

with the mean pole to Set 2 joints and the mean rotated pole

to Set 1 joints (Fig. 8a). Relative timing relations between

Set 1 joints and primary faults could not be determined

because the two structural elements are restricted to differ-

ent beds. However, the similarity in calculated principal

stress axes suggests to us that Set 1 joints and primary faults

may have formed coevally in different lithological units

during an early phase of deformation. Fracture partitioning,

the process whereby joints and faults developed in different

lithological units in response to the same applied remote

stress, is commonly observed in layered rocks characterized

by high competency contrasts (Gross, 1995).
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Fig. 9. Plot of maximum displacement (D) versus cross-sectional trace

length (L) for Set 1 faulted joints in Beds 1, 3, and 5 and for isolated primary

faults in Mechanical Unit 2 (MU 2). Note that D is independent of L for

faulted joints, although all data fall within the range of D/L ratios (0.001±1)

reported in cumulative global datasets.

Fig. 8. (A) Principal stress axes derived from primary faults with bedding rotated to the horizontal. Note subvertical s 1, and also subhorizontal s 3, closely

aligned to 95% con®dence area of orientations for rotated Set 1 and Set 2 joints. (B) Principal stress axes derived from faulted Set 1 joints based on kinematic

relations among pinnate joints, Set 2 joints, and striations on faulted Set 1 joints.



3.7. Kinematic and stress analysis of faulted joints

The spatial association of pinnate joints with sheared Set

1 joints, the parallelism of Set 2 joints with pinnate joints,

and dip-slip striations on sheared Set 1 joints consistent with

principal stress axes during Set 2 joint development, all

suggest a kinematic coherence among these structural

elements. Our goal is to constrain the stress conditions

that led to slip along Set 1 joints. An assumption inherent

to most stress analyses applied to fault populations is that

the stress tensor is uniform over the region of study for a

given phase of deformation (Gephart and Forsyth, 1984;

Angelier, 1994). Stress inversion analysis, a methodology

developed over the past 20 years, has been successfully

applied to populations of striated faults (e.g. Carey and

Brunier, 1974; Angelier 1979a,b; Etchecopar et al., 1981;

Reches, 1987). Stress inversion utilizes fault slip data to

quantitatively solve for the best-®t principal stress tensor

by minimizing the mis®t angle between the observed and

predicted slip directions on a fault plane (Angelier, 1994).

Stress inversion is ideally suited for large data sets consist-

ing of a variety of fault orientations and slip vectors;

however, it is not effective for a single population of

uniformly oriented faults and slip vectors (Angelier,

1994). This ineffectiveness is because frictional sliding

across a pre-existing fracture can occur in response to a

wide range of principal stress orientations relative to the

fracture plane (Fig. 10), and faults of other orientations

are required to reduce the possible choices of the stress

axes. Therefore, an alternative method must be employed

to establish the kinematics of faulted joints observed at this

outcrop.

Our ®rst assumption is that pinnate joints and slip along

Set 1 joints occur during the same phase of deformation.

This assumption is based on the observations that (1)

pinnate joint development is closely associated with slipped

Set 1 joints, and (2) pinnate joints are restricted to the

dilational quadrants in the hanging walls and footwalls of

faulted joints. Because pinnate joints are opening-mode

fractures, the least principal stress, s 3, during this phase

of deformation likely corresponds to the pole to the mean

pinnate joint plane (Fig. 8b). Although s 1 and s 2 must fall

within the pinnate joint plane, their trends and plunges can

only be constrained with additional information. That

information is provided by the mean slip vector along

faulted Set 1 joints. For pure dip slip motion, the maximum

compressive stress axis (s 1) falls within the plane that

contains both the slip vector and the normal to the fault

plane (Angelier, 1994). Therefore, s 1 must lie at the inter-

section between the mean pinnate joint plane and the plane

that is normal to the mean faulted joints (Fig. 8b). The

intermediate principal stress axis is then easily solved for

as the line mutually perpendicular to the other two stress

axes.

Set 2 joints, pinnate joints, and wing cracks are aligned

parallel to one another. Although formation of these fractures

relative to one another is not constrained by abutting

relations, all of these fracture sets display consistent

terminations against Set 1 joints. Furthermore, their sub-

vertical alignment and lack of slip suggests they may have

developed after tilting of the strata (e.g. Hancock and

Engelder, 1989). Upon rotation of bedding to horizontal,

the mean pole of Set 1 joints falls within the 95% con®dence

cone of the mean pole of Set 2 joints (and therefore pinnate

joints too; Fig. 8a). Furthermore, principal stress axes

derived from the pinnate joints and faulted joints (Fig. 8b)

are nearly identical to the principal stress axes derived from

the restored primary faults and Set 1 joints (Fig. 8a). This

correspondence suggests to us that principal stress axes may

have remained uniformly oriented throughout fracture

development. The rotation of pre-existing Set 1 joints as a

result of tilting of bedding within a ®xed principal stress

con®guration would lead to a resolved shear traction across

Set 1 joints, and hence may have enhanced the possibility of

slip along these planes of weakness (Fig. 11).

4. Discussion

4.1. Distinguishing characteristics of pinnate joints

The observed ®eld relations provide important distinc-

tions between pinnate joints and other types of ªsecondaryº

(Cruikshank et al., 1991; Martel, 1997) or ªsplayº fractures
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Fig. 10. Frictional sliding envelope (A) and stereoplot (B) showing the wide range in possible orientations of s 1 axis with respect to a faulted joint.



(Martel and Pollard, 1989; Cooke, 1997). Laboratory

experiments and numerical models predict that the

orientation of splay fractures emanating from fault tips

will vary (a) due to local stress perturbations near the fault

tip that would result in curved fractures (Nemat-Nasser and

Horii, 1982), (b) as a function of the ratio of shear stress

responsible for kinking to the normal stress associated with

joint opening (Cotterell and Rice, 1980; Cruikshank et al.,

1991), (c) in response to variations in fault-parallel normal

stress (Willemse and Pollard, 1998), and (d) as a function

of frictional strength along the fault (Cooke, 1997). The

clustering of pinnate joints in dilational quadrants is

consistent with the general localization of secondary

extension fractures caused by a slip-induced increase in

tensile stress. However, the parallelism of pinnate joints to

the Set 2 subvertical joints (Fig. 4c, d), as well as their

strong planarity (lack of curvature), implies that pinnate

joint orientation is controlled by the orientations of remote

principal stresses rather than by a localized reorientation of

the stress ®eld in the vicinity of fault tips. In addition, the

pinnate joints at Split Mountain did not initiate from

fault tips, as is the case for wing cracks (Willemse and

Pollard, 1998) or kinks (Cruikshank et al., 1991). The lack

of deformation at the tip of a propagating fault is known

because the host fractures are bed-con®ned reactivated

joints with tips at bed boundaries prior to faulting and

development of the secondary pinnate joints (Fig. 5). The

presence of pinnate joints branching from both unfaulted

joints as well as faulted joints suggests to us that some

pinnate joints develop prior to fault slip rather than as a

direct consequence of fault slip. The cause for this pre-slip

development could be pre-fault stress accumulation in the

wall rock, thus suggesting that pinnate joints may also serve

as precursors to slip.

Structural geometries and timing relations of fractures

documented in this study further support the conclusions

of Hancock (1985) and Engelder (1989) that pinnate joints

may serve as effective kinematic indicators. The observed

,208 mean angle between pinnate joints and host faults at

this outcrop is considerably less than the conventional 30±

358 angle between s 1 and isolated primary fault planes

predicted by Coulomb fracture criterion. As noted by

Angelier (1994), a meaningful stress inversion analysis of

reactivated fractures requires a wide range of fault orienta-

tions that slipped during the same phase of deformation.

Thus, in outcrops or regions characterized by populations

of uniformly oriented faults, pinnate joints may help to

constrain paleostress axes, especially if they formed

coevally with a systematic joint set (e.g. Set 2 in this study).

4.2. Scaling of faulted joints and its implications

Compilations of fault data in the literature portray a

general correlation between length and displacement (i.e.

scale independence), which in turn ®ts nicely with some

current models for fault growth (e.g. Cowie and Scholz,

1992a). However, global compilations of faults at different

scales tend to mask signi®cant differences among data sets,

and thus may lead to the false impression of a correlation

(Cowie and Scholz, 1992b; Clark and Cox, 1996; Gross et

al., 1997). For example, D/L ratios for faulted joints at Split

Mountain fall within the broad range of 0.001±1.0

prescribed for scale-independent faults (Cowie and Scholz,

1992b; Schlische et al., 1996), yet these faults do not exhibit
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Fig. 11. Schematic model (not to scale) depicting structural evolution of fractures at outcrop. Set 1 joints formed in jointed Beds 1, 3, and 5 during early phase

(horizontal strata), possibly concurrent with primary faulting in shale beds (MU 2). Set 2 joints, pinnate joints, and faulting of Set 1 joints occurred later in

jointed beds as the strata were tilted. Schematic D±L graphs (arithmetic scale) depict a joint of ®nite length but no shear offset (A) and the projected path for a

single faulted joint as slip accumulates through time (B). (C) Expected D±L for a population of faulted joints, due to differences in initial lengths prior to

reactivation.



scale independence (Fig. 9). If the initial geometries, origin,

and development of faulted joints are fundamentally

different from isolated primary faults, then one could expect

different D±L relations.

Faulted joints at Split Mountain have approximately the

same cross-sectional trace length within a given bed (Fig.

9). This trace length distribution is expected if the faults

originated as joints con®ned to competent beds (e.g. Narr

and Suppe, 1991; Gross et al., 1995) with upper and lower

tips at bed boundaries (Fig. 5). Thus, on an arithmetic scale,

an unfaulted joint will plot as a fracture with ®nite trace

length (proportional to mechanical bed thickness) but zero

shear displacement (Fig. 11). Once slip begins, progressive

shearing of individual faulted joints produces a steep path

on D±L plots because the length increase due to incremental

slip is small relative to the initial joint length. A group of

joints subjected to minor amounts of reactivation (e.g. Bed 1

faulted joints) would plot below the ªpredictedº D/L line for

scale-invariant isolated primary faults, whereas faulted

joints that accommodate block rotation (e.g. Bed 5) would

plot above this line due to greater slips (Figs. 9 and 11b).

This interpretation explains why the average D/L values

for Bed 5 are relatively greater than those for Beds 1 and

3 (Fig. 9).

The lack of correlation between displacement and length

is a logical consequence of the faults attaining most of their

length prior to slip, in contrast to primary faults that

incrementally accrue slip as they propagate. Displacement

magnitudes due to shear reactivation should depend upon

local stress and strain conditions for each joint rather than a

universal fault growth model, leading to a wide range of

displacements for faults within a given bed (Fig. 11c).

Lateral variations in bed thickness would result in differ-

ences in initial joint length within each bed, which may be

greater than the differences in shear displacement, further

contributing to a population of faults whose displacement is

independent of length. However, as the faulted joints

accommodate larger amounts of strain, renewed prop-

agation will occur which may adhere to scale-independent

fault growth.

Faults that originated as joints must be correctly identi®ed

and treated separately from isolated primary faults in terms

of kinematics and displacement±length analysis. One

cannot infer or predict a displacement or gouge thickness

based solely on inputting fault length into a universal

scaling law, because (1) displacement across a faulted

joint may be unrelated to its length and (2) growth of the

initial joint did not generate fault gouge. Consequently, in

the absence of structural constraints (e.g. geometric and

kinematic data), assuming fault zone sizes and permeabil-

ities from limited data sets (i.e. borehole, core, seismic, poor

outcrop exposure) may lead to erroneous conclusions

regarding strain estimates, slip estimates, and subsurface

¯uid ¯ow, especially if the latter is related to fault length

and/or fault zone width.

The large scatter in published D±L plots, especially at the

mesoscale, may in part re¯ect the presence of faulted joints

among the measured faults. Walsh and Watterson (1988)

and Cowie and Scholz (1992b) recognized that mechanical

properties in¯uence D/L ratios, and therefore concluded that

scaling of D with L should occur only for populations of

faults within similar lithologies (i.e. mechanical properties).

Wojtal (1994, 1996) showed that frequency±size scaling

relations for faults may change due to restrictive effects of

bed boundaries, segment linkage, and duplex formation.

Cartwright et al. (1995) identi®ed along-strike segment

linkage as a factor contributing to scatter in D±L plots.

Gross et al. (1997) reported a complete breakdown in D±

L scaling for normal faults due to effects of mechanical

stratigraphy and changes in kinematics. This study demon-

strates that faults at the same outcrop and found within the

same rock type do not initially adhere to a linear scaling

between D and L if they originated as faulted joints.

4.3. Selection of length dimension for D±L analysis

Many recent studies of normal faults have documented

variations in displacement along strike, often by measuring

the scarp height separating a single offset marker horizon

(e.g. Dawers et al., 1993; Cartwright et al., 1995; Schlische

et al., 1996). This method provides superior displacement

pro®les because a nearly continuous stream of data can be

collected, and raises the issue of whether the lack of scaling

for faulted joints reported in our study is simply a function

of measuring length in cross-section (i.e. down dip) rather

than along strike. However, analysis of the fault-scaling

literature and the data presented in this study prove other-

wise. First, D±L scaling relations have been established for

normal faults in both cross-section (e.g. Muraoka and

Kamata, 1983) and plan view (e.g. Dawers et al., 1993).

Second, the conclusion that D±L is scale invariant is

partially based on faults measured in cross-section and/or

fault length de®ned as the dimension parallel to the slip

vector. Without exception, all ªglobal data setº compila-

tions used for establishing scale invariance (e.g. Walsh

and Watterson, 1988; Marrett and Allmendinger, 1991;

Peacock, 1991; Cowie and Scholz 1992a,b; Gillespie et

al., 1992; Cartwright et al., 1995; Schlische et al., 1996)

consist of a combination of fault data measured in plan

view and cross-section, as well as a variety of fault types

(e.g. strike slip, normal, thrust, oblique), such that the length

dimension is often parallel to the slip vector. Third, along-

strike measurements of normal fault scarps are limited to a

single offset horizon that does not necessarily represent the

largest separation. Hence, they are less likely to yield maxi-

mum fault displacement when compared to cross-sectional

surveys, especially for faults that initiate beneath the earth's

surface. Fourth, and most importantly, in the data set that we

provide, D±L scales linearly for primary faults, but not for

the faulted joints within the same outcrop. Both types of

faults were measured in cross-section, and two of the

three groups of faulted joints fall within the length range
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of primary faults (Fig. 9). Therefore, the lack of scaling for

faulted joints is not a function of the measurement method

or data collection from different locations, but rather due to

the inherent genetic differences between the two types of

faults.

4.4. Criteria for identifying faulted joints

Several criteria may be employed to distinguish faulted

joints from primary faults. One important clue is whether

the faulted joints belong to a larger set of parallel fractures

that include pure opening-mode joints, which might imply

an opening-mode origin for all fractures of that set (Segall

and Pollard, 1983). This interpretation can be further

veri®ed by the presence of plumes on unfaulted joints, as

well as by partially erased plumes on faulted joints. Non-

Coulomb behavior provides circumstantial evidence,

because primary faults often appear as conjugate pairs

forming acute angles of ,608. Faults with different

orientations but sharing the same slip vector also indicate

reactivation, but do not necessarily imply a jointing origin

for all fractures (Angelier, 1994). This study provides

additional criteria for identifying faulted joints: the absence

of fault breccia or gouge for faults of considerable length

(e.g. 12 1 m faulted joints in Bed 1 without gouge/breccia),

spacing distributions similar to con®ned joint sets in layered

sedimentary rocks (Fig. 6), subperpendicular alignment

with bedding (Figs. 2 and 4), termination of faults at bed

boundaries (Fig. 5), and, most signi®cantly, fault displace-

ments that are independent of length (Fig. 9).

5. Summary

Geometries and kinematics of brittle deformation

features found within the Chinle Formation and Glen

Canyon Sandstone at Split Mountain, Utah, reveal that

early subvertical joints con®ned to jointed beds were sub-

sequently reactivated in shear. Reactivation of the joints

with normal dip-slip produced ªfaulted jointsº, which are

interpreted to have formed in conjunction with a second set

of joints and clusters of pinnate joints. Faulted joints in

layered rocks may be identi®ed by their geometric simila-

rities to non-faulted, bed-con®ned joints: their positively

skewed spacing distributions, their lack of conjugate pairs,

their consistent terminations at or near discrete bed bound-

aries, and the absence of signi®cant amounts of fault breccia

and/or gouge. Because faulted joints attain considerable

length prior to slip, their D/L ratios are initially much

smaller than those for primary faults. Furthermore, magnitude

of slip is not a consequence of fault growth, and conse-

quently displacement across faulted joints in certain cases

may be independent of length. This study emphasizes the

need to evaluate the origin, kinematics, geometries, and

mechanisms of fault development as they relate to fault

scaling attributes.
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